Robocom Systems Upgrades Edison Technologies
to Cloud-based version of Next Generation ERP
Farmingdale, NY and Markham, ON, February 6, 2015. Robocom Systems International announced
today that it migrated another Next Generation Software client, Edison Technologies, to a cloud-based
Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 platform with the SQL Server 2012 SP1 database. Next Generation
Software - Robocom’s industry-leading wholesale distribution ERP system – has recently been upgraded
to run on a Microsoft Windows 2008 Enterprise Operating System with SQL Server 2008 R2 or 2012
database, in addition to the IBM AIX operating system.
“The Microsoft Windows platform was an excellent choice for our company” said Bob Rosko, President
and CEO of Edison Technologies. “The application performance has been outstanding. In some cases,
we’ve noticed a fourfold increase in system speed and performance. In addition, because Next
Generation is being hosted in the Cloud, my outlay of capital is a fraction of what an in-house system
would have required.”
Edison Technologies has been running Next Generation Software since 1997 and Rosko attributes Next
Generation to be a significant component of his company’s success. Edison also layered Crystal Reports
on top of the Next Generation system which enabled them to create very specific reports for both
themselves and their customers. “It was important that we retain our time investment with Crystal when
migrating to a new platform. Knowing that we wouldn’t have to create our reports from scratch gave us
the green light to migrate to Windows” said Rosko. “Not only did we transfer our Crystal reports with a
minimum amount of effort, we now have more flexibility with the Crystal product being on the
Microsoft Windows platform.”
“The migration of Next Generation to a Cloud-based application is a significant step,” said Fred
Radcliffe, President of Robocom Systems. “Robocom is impressed with the speed and performance. We
have gathered server sizing data and we are confident the Windows platform can be scaled to handle the
load from any customer.”
“Running Next Generation on Windows is a very affordable, yet powerful, option for both existing and
new clients,” said Richard Lempke, Senior Account and Product Manager for Next Generation. “There
is tremendous interest in the Windows platform, and running in the Cloud is a method many users will
find attractive.”
About Robocom
For over 30 years, Robocom Systems International has focused on developing and implementing Supply
Chain Execution software solutions. Robocom’s solutions include Warehouse Management, 3PL
Billing, Transportation Management, Voice Technology and Labor Management.
An Enterprise Transportation System and Enterprise Resource Planning System round out the Supply
Chain Execution offering. Our investment in research and development is keenly focused on the needs
of the business leaders responsible for the day-to-day results in warehousing, distribution, third party
logistics, transportation and trucking operations. For more information visit www.robocom.com

About Edison Technologies
Edison Technologies of Metuchen NJ provides computing and technical services for small to medium
size companies. They specialize in Consumer Packaged Goods items to retail Grocery and mass
merchandizers.

